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ABSTRACT

An experiment was designed to test the relative 
effectiveness of two hypotheses to account for the 
instrumental elicitation and inhibition of the galvanic 
skin response;. (GSR) to a discriminatory stimulus for ,
painful shoeko The hypotheses were; 1») Attention 
diversion is one mechanism hj which the mechanism of 
^repression® can he effected (Solley and Murphy, I960)0 
2#) Punishment of an autonomic response will result in 
augmentation, rather than inhibition of that response 
(Mowrer, I960)0

Thirty seven students were run In a series of 
studies designed to investigate the, effects of the two 
Instrumental avoidance eontingeneies on the GSR6

. The results were interpreted as supporting the 
view that ^repression® can he effected through the 
mechanism of selective attention^ The second hypothesis 
was not Supported by the GSR dataj introspective reports 
from the subject’s however, were generally in support 
of Mowrer8 s paradigm,,
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INTBeDWlQl

Tjar ©mghemt the hi story of the investigation of 
the learning process3 the pole of punishment has remained 
a point of controversyo Among current theorists Mowrer 
(i960) 9 In his exposition of revised two-faotor theory$, 
recognizes punishment.asbeing fundamental to fear 
conditionings and postulates that it achieves Its 

■ action-by causing fears to become conditioned to stimuli 
associated with the occurrence' 'of the punished response»
In this theory9 the role of punishment, as an incremental 
reinf©rcer (fear inducing), is crucial to the explanation 
of avoidance eonditiohimgo

It is the purpose of the present study to 
investigate the effects of punishment9 as an incremental 
reinforcer9 under ©omditions of instrumental elicitatiom 
and inhibition of the galvanic skin response (GSR)0

Traditionally learning theory has neglected the 
role of the emotions in learning, treating the effects 
of punishment on the emotions in a manner similar to its 
effect on skeletal responses0 Thorndike (1911)@ 
originally held the position that learning is a reversible 
process, reward strengthening and punishment weakening ito 
He had. little to say about the emotions, postulating 
hypothetieal bonds between stimulus and response,

" ■ 1



supposedly established by reward and destroyed by 
punishment o Thus*, early Thorndike an learning theory 
could account for punishment, but could give no explana
tion for avoidance 1earning« Thorndike (1931)> later 
came to the conclusion that his original position had 
been in error and that, while reward does indeed 
facilitate learning, punishment does not weaken it0

Pavlov (1927)» also neglected to integrate the 
emotions into an understanding of the effects of punish
ment | as he attempted to found a science of behavior 
which was based entirely on unconditioned and conditioned 
reflexes® .7 H© accounted for the effects of punishment 
by postulating a cortical state of inhibition, supposedly 
generated by punishment (negative reinforcement) and 
which functioned to inhibit skeletal responses* Pavlov 
attempted to account for inhibition and its opposite, 
excitation, in purely cortical terms, neglecting the 
autonomic responses so important to modern theory®

Howrer->(1 9 6 0j, with his revised two factor 
learning theory, has taken the position that the 
emotions play a central role in those changes in behavior 
described as learning® For Eowrer, the emotions are 
important because, essentially, they are what is learned® 
Fear, hope, relief and disappointment - These are assumed 
to be the reactions which are most readily and importantly
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eeziditlonable S and once conditioned, to either environment al 
and/or response produced stimuli, they then guide and 
control performance in a general sensitive, adaptive 
mannero Emotional responses are held to he involuntary, 
eonditionable and not subject to control through reward 
and punishment, in the same way as are overt - behavioral 
responses» Mowrer states?

A movement of some part of the body 
controlled by skeletal muscles can be inhibited 
by punishmentj if the movement occurs and 
produces certain characteristic response 
correlated stimuli, these.stimuli. If followed 
by drive increment, acquire the capacity to 
arouse fear and thus inhibit the response on 
future occasionso But let us consider a fear 
response called out by some objective danger 
signal, if punished, the effect would be to 
augment the response, not inhibit it, since 
danger signal followed by drive increment would 
be the very condition that brought the -fear-to- 
signal response into existence in the first 
place (i960, pe i|.10) o

From Mowrer’s theory, one would predict that, to 
the extent to which a particular autonomic response Is 
a valid index of emotion, punishment of this response 
will have the effect of augmenting the response and 
reward would have the reverse effect0

Gwinn (1949), has reported one of the few 
investigations of the way in which emotions and skeletal 
responses are affected by reward and punishment0 This 
study dealt with fear motivated acts rather than fear 
Itself, but results were consistent with Mowrer8s hypothesis 
In that the effect of punishment was to facilitate a fear 
motivated act rather than inhibit ito



White and Sehlosberg (1952) $, however, report 
results which appear to contradict this hypothesis,, In 
a study on classical conditioning of the ©SB in which 
the &S (light) “ WB (shock) interval was varied, they 
found a depression in the ©SB when the interval was 
two secondso Since the latency of the G-SR is approxi
mately two seconds, the experimenters speculated that 
this interval might result in punishment and thus a 
decrement of the response0

A number of studies indicate that responses 
previously considered to be involuntary (e0go autonomic 
responses) can readily be brought under voluntary 
controlo While these studies have no direct bearing upon 
Howrer's current theory, they do appear to contradict 
his assumption that predictions based on his paradigm 
are directly observable in various autonomic responses, 
such as the GSR, .or .heart rate (Mowrer I960, pp0 lj.02, %2l) 

In 1901, Bair published a report of some 
experiments in which subjects were taught to exercise 
voluntary control over their previously undifferentiated 
ear movements0 fwitmeyer In 19©2, discovered a principle 
of conditioning independently of Bavlov and observed 
that voluntary sets on the part of his subjects 
.facilitated the amplitudes, of their conditioned responses 0 
Cason in 1922, demonstrated that involuntary processes 
in.. human subjects (pupillary dilation and constriction)



coiald te© eomditi©3aed0 Hudgins 1933$. established higher 
order e©mditioning ©f pupillary responses to subvocally 
produced auto~commands| demonstrating that an involuntary 
response eould be conditioned to a self-initiated 
stimulus under voluntary eontrolo Kotliarevsky (1936)$ 
has reported suecessful conditioning of pulse retardation 
to verbal stimuli consisting of self ■instruetions 
administered by the subjects themselves0 Bersh (19̂ 6)$ 
has found that a light signal given,when a eardiae 
response is given enables the subjeet to develop 
diseriminative control over the eardiae conditioned 
response in an'avoidance situationo Bykov (1957)» 
reports eonditioning of heart rate by pairing a neutral 
stimulus with a pharmaehological; agent»

The most widely used procedure' in the acquisition 
of control of involuntary responses has been, to first 
classically condition the involuntary response (e6go G&B) . 
to voluntary respohse produced stimuli (e 0 go a spoken 
word} and then to. observe on test trials<, the elicitation 
of that response by the voluntary response and by a 
generalized for® of the voluntary response (e0go the 
subject thinks the word)o Although eoneeptuallzation 
of the above findings as indicating voluntary control 
leads to certain difficulties, as others have pointed out 
(Kimble9 1 9 6 1)s bhese studies suggested the mechanism for 
the instrumental eliciting proeedures used in this experiment0



Recent experimenters have focused attention on the 
influence of the subjectfs cognitive$ or vertealizable 
expectancies upon the conditioning and extinction of 
autonomic responses* Mowrer (1 9 3 8)? found that when 
Shock electrodes were left unattacheds the GSR to the 
first presentation of a conditioned stimulus was either 
very small or entirely absent* Mowrer speculatess

It seems that the unconditioned response 
and the conditioned response which could be 
elicited after-the light had actually been 
paired with the shock were largely dependent 
upon the subject* s state: of expectancy* A 
buzzer signal indicated to the subject when -
the light might be followed by shock and when 
it would not bes and.it was feund: that the 
conditioned respense (GSR) to the light could 
be either suddenly extinguished or suddenly , 
disinhibited, merely by changing the subje et * s 
Internal state of readiness (l93̂ s p* 7 2)*

hltaudt- and Eubis (1948) s observed that the GSR9 

seemed to be influenced by the amount of attention which 
the subject could effectively direct toward the stimuluso 
Razran (19351 $ reports that when subjects are instructed 
not to form any associations between the conditioned and 
conditioning stimuli9 m© conditioning takes place; the 
conditioned stimulus showing a strong tendency toward 
becoming an inhibitor or rovers Or of the respense to be 
conditioned* He reports a Soviet study where vasodilation 
(rather than vasoconstriction) was the predominant 
reaction to shock when this response was made Instrumental 
in shock t e rminat ion * When subjects were allowed to watch
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plethysomographie records of their response to the shock*, 
they were able to control vasodilation and shut off the 
shoeko Razran concludes that autonomic reactions can be 
modified by subsequent reinforcement and that such 
reinforcement is effective only when cognition is presento 
Danko (1962) has recently reported the establishment of 
^cortical switch-over and cortical switch-off Z* of 
autonomic responses in man using both visual and auditory 
signalSo

Eottermam, Schoenfeld and Bersh (1952)» informed 
one group of subjects that there would be no, further 
shocks and. found extinction of the conditioned heart 
rate response to be much quicker than in an uninformed 
group undergoing the same extinction procedure0 Branca 
(1957)9 undertook intensive questioning of his subjects 
and related their expectations of shock as well as their 
verbalizations as to whether the shook was painful or 
not to the frequency and occurrence of conditioned GSRs0 
He concluded that expectation of shock as a painful or 
fearful experience was necessary and sufficient to 
produce responses to the experimental and generalization 
stimuli and that such expectancy was the result of 
awareness of the existing relationships between the 
experimental stimuli and experience with the unconditioned 
stimuluso .



Chatterjee and Erikson (1962)*-manipulated.the 
cognitive expectancies of their subjects in three groups 
by means of different instructions prior to eomditienimg* 
Group I was told that shock would follow a particular 
word only» Group 2 was told that shock would follow one 
particular word only and each remaining word would be 
followed by one shock sometime during the experiment0 

Group 3 was told that a certain number of shocks would 
be administered at certain points during the experimentp 
but that the experimenter could not tell beforehand when* 
Conditioning was evident in Groups 1 and 2 but here all 
subjects bad verballzable expectancies concerning the 
relationship between stimulus and shocko Group 3 showed 
no evidence of having conditioned heart rate responses0 

Group 1 subjects were told following conditioning trial 
7 that there would be no further shocks o This information 
resulted in almost complete extinction of the conditioned 
heart rate on the first extinction trialo 'Group 2 
subjects were not informed of the termination of 
conditioning trials and there was no evidence of 
extinction in this group=

Grings% Carlin and Appley (1962) $, have demonstrated 
with human subjects that a tendency to anticipate 
stimulation (response set) can be manipulated in a 
situation analogous to classical eonditioningo A set



9
or tendency to anticipate that stimulation would follow 
a verbal cue (suggesting such stimulation) was inferred 
from the magnitude of the GSR to the cue*

Goppock (1956)s has observed that the amplitude 
of GSR* s to standard stimulation varies in some subjects 
with their stated intention, or set, to ,!feel feartt or 
to ftfeel no fear’** ..

Mowrer speculates on these findings?
Whether this observation could be confirmed 

by more systematic experimentation is uncertain! 
but it is at least suggestive of the phenomenon 
of ’’repress!o.no” In elinicai;literature It is ■

. not -.uncommon to -read that-a- given individual 
’’repressed his fear” (of this or that) j and the 
inference, might follow that such an inhibition 
Of fear was achieved through a traumatic 
(punishing) experience of some kind* Despite 
many conjectures as to how (and if) such 
repression actually occurs, it is still not 
well understood (i960, p0 Ij.22)*

While this description of the mechanism of 
repression is consistent with current clinical application 
of the term, it is not consistent with Mowrer’s paradigm 
for emotional learning0 According to this paradigm the 
effect of a punishing stimulus would be to augment an 
emotional response, not inhibit, or repress it* In any 
case, the phenomenon which Goppock has described would 
appear to be most accurately identified as an example of 
the mechanism of ’’denial” or ’’suppression” rather than 
’’repression”*



Freud describes these mechanisms as fellowss
Consider a mental process seeking to convert 

itself into action: we know that it can suffer
rejection, by virtue of what we call ^repudiation11 
or 11 condemnation111 whereupon the energy at its 
disposal is withdrawn, it becomes powerless, but 
it can continue to exist as a memory„ The whole 
process of decision on the point takes place with 
the full cognizance of the ego* It is very 
different when we imagine the same impulse 
subject to repression: it would then retain its
energy and no memory of it would be left behind| 
the process of repression, too would be accomplished 
without the cognizance of the ego (192lj., p* 3£%)o

011 Kelley and Muckier conceptualize this mechanism 
as follows: $tIn repression the Individual unconsciously
rejects from his awareness those aspects of his past 
experience that have either immediate or remote 
potentialities for causing him pain11 (1959s p6 50)1 
White states:

Repression Is ordinarily reserved for a 
particular kind of denial: the forgetting, or 
ejection from consciousness, of memories of 
threat, arid especially the ejection from 
awareness of impulses in oneself that might 
have Objections! consequences0 Repression 
thus refers to that in oneself* Denial is 
applied directly to external dangers (1954s P« 230) 0

While the distinction between these mechanisms 
is relatively unambiguously defined in textbooks, a 
few moments observation of a. group of clinicians will 
soon convince one that the. terms ^repression11 and 
^suppression11 cannot be so readily distinguished in 
practical experience*



11
Solley and Murphy (I960) 9 suggest that it is not

a sufficient analysis of the problem to say that subjects
repress the unpleasantness of a.stimulus0 Repression is
a useful descriptive term, but, even clinically, this
term is analyzed into more dynamic components6 The
authors suggest a number of behavioral mechanisms by
which repression can be effected*

lo) The subject may reinterpret the meaning of 
a punishing event0
20) Another mechanism which might lead to 
repression could be the bracing effect we all 
experience when we know we are going to be 
hurt unavoidablyo We raise our physiological 
defenses both muscular ly and autonomic ally <,
3°) Another useful mechanism might be the 
diverting of attention* By actively thinking 
about something entirely different we can 
partially avoid the pain (I9 6 0, p* 1 2 2)„

Admittedly, the above conceptualization of the 
dynamics of repression may not account for all phenomena 
so labelled, but it does provide a useful basis for 
experimentation* The ^inhibition of fear9 or ^repression11 

as suggested by Mowrer might be conceptualized as a 
diversion of attention* By thinking about something 
entirely different, when in a threatening situation, 
it appears that one can partially avoid the pain*

Stern describes vividly how the mechanism of 
attention diversion may operates

The dynamic structure of attention must be 
completed by the ever present counterpart of 
concentrations- dynamic inhibition of the other 
areas of personal activity*



Since the person's supply of energy is 
limited at all times? concentration upon one 
area is obtained at the cost of withdrawing. 
energy from others« The sharper the focus 
directed upon the specified performance? the 
duller the background into which all the 
rest of personal existence is thrown (1 9 3 8?
P P o  i + 7 5  -  4 7 6 )  o

Indeed we would live in a very chaotic perceptual 
world if we could not "turn off" or at least regulate? 
extraneous sensory stimulation while we pay attention 
to other stimuli0

Until recently we had no clear conceptualization 
of how the process which Stern describes could occur0 

However? several recent studies have demonstrated hew 
this mechanism of selective attention may operate0

t ' ! , -Hernandez - feon? et alo (1956) have demonstrated 
sensory inhibition to occur in the auditory pathway? 
during attentive behavior to visual and olfactory stimuli* 
When.auditory signals become irrelevant to the animals 
they are suppressed almost before they get started up 
toward the cortex* The authors speculates

The present observations.suggest that the . 
blocking of afferent impulses in the lower 
portions of a sensory path may be a mechanism 
whereby sensory stimuli out of the scope of 
attention can be markedly reduced while they 
are still In their trajectory toward higher 
levels of the central nervous system* This 
central inhibitory mechanism may? therefore? 
play an important role in selective exclusion 
of sensory messages along their passage toward 
mechanisms of perception and.consciousness (1 9 5 6?
Po 332)o



I tHernandez- - - Peon, et alo (1956) obtained 
similar results for transmission of photieally imdueed 
potentials when auditory and olfactory stimuli were 
attended t©0 Thus we find this mechanism to operate 
quite effectively at both a visual and auditory level0

The effects of attention or set in electroencep- 
holographic studies are summarized by Bindsleys

One of the earliest findings by Bergerp 
many times confirmed by otherss is the fact 
that in a relaxed state in the absence of 
special stimulation the dominant activity is 
a fairly rhythmic 10 - per second potential 
oscillation called the alpha rhythm. When 
light, sound, or other types of sensory 
stimulation are introduced, the alpha rhythm 
is blocked or markedly reduced. « « . » »' o 
However this may be, an interesting aspect of 
sensory stimulation and its effect upon the 
alpha rhythm is that it seems to depend more 
upon attention or set under conditions of 
anticipation, or upon suddenness and unexpected
ness, as in arousal, by startle, than upon 
sensory stimulation per se (l95l, p. 1+96).

White (1963)* has found that central thought 
processes in human subjects serve to control sensory 
inputo Subjects were instructed to imagine a beautiful 
scene and photically induced potentials, as recorded by 
the BE@, were found to be inhibited.

A study by Epstein and Fenz (1962) would appear 
to offer further insight into the mechanism of selective 
attention as a means of inhibiting f ear to a punishing 
stimulus o Responses of novice parachutists to a word- 
association test were recorded on the day of the first 
jump and a control day. It was predicted that



14
papaehBtists would produce positive gradients ©f GSR and 
cognitive deficit as a function of an Increasing dimension 
of stimulus relevanee0 Results Indicated that the 
parachutists tended to give stories to the relevant 
cards which were extreme denials of fear of parachuting 
(calmness and relaxedness of heroK Subjects on the 
day of a jump denied fear in response to stimuli of 
high relevance for parachuting^ and projected fear and 
hostility In response to stimuli unrelated to parachuting* 
The subjects who did not demonstrate such defenses 
produced steeper GSR gradients to cues of fear of 
parachuting than the subjects' who dido In this study 
denial of fear was associated with a decrease in 
physiologic ail (GSR) activation to cues associated with 
f ear0 \ .

An analogous phenomenon was reported by Solley 
and Engel (1961), in a punishment - neutral conditi ons: 
subjects began asking questions about the experimenter - 
who was he» what did he do, ©r where did he live5 etc 
and managed almost completely to. avoid facing their loss 
of nickels as a punishment stimulus = By diverting their 
attention, or i$leaving, the field® so to speak, the 
children effectively repressed the unpleasantness of 
the punishment stimuluŝ '"

This analysis clearly does mot exhaust the 
possibilities for conceptualizing the dynamics of



15
repression, but it does serve to Illustrate one of the 
possibilitieso The present study proposes to investigate 
the Mechanism by which the subject selectively attends 
to non-threatening stimuli when faced with a discriminatory 
stimulus for shock» The GSR was selected as an indicator 
of emotional resp©nsiv 1ty0



GSR AS A CRITERION OP EMOTIONAL RESFQNSIVITY 

PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF TEE GSR

Soon after the discovery of the GSR9 usually
I fcredited to Fere in 1 8 8 8$, three alternative theories 

were suggested as to its origin,, One, the vascular
i 'theory was first expressed hy Pere0 He thought that 

vasodilation was the physiological cause of the GSR0 
Erogh (1929)9 later demonstrated that there are a 
variety of vasomotor responses connected to a startle 
stimulus o Barrow (192?$, 1929)» gathered evidence against 
the vascular theory5 demonstrating that there are 
variable vasomotor responses connected with the GSR* 
Barrow's findings caused McBowall (1933)9 to suggest a 
dual theory of the vascular basis of the GSRo He 
pointed out that whole blood has a higher‘resistance 
than extracellular fluid9 thus the diminished blood 
content of the layers of the skin that comes about 
through vasoconstriction could cause a fall in skin 
resistanceo Bensham and Wells (1927)9 had found that 
changes in the tension of the skin can cause electrical 
changes 9 and McBowall used this evidence to support the 
hypothesis that vasodilation might have mechanical 
effects which would cause a lowering of skin resistance*



17
Later studies "by Barrow (1932, 1937)» indicate that there 
Is ne eausal relation between vascular responses and the 
G-SRo Barrow Indicates that blood pressure responses and 
the ClSRp each have a different psychological significance, 
and suggests that increased blood pressure tends to occur 
after stimuli of disturbing ideational content, while 
©SB’s occur more frequently in the face of pure sensory 
stimuli of a startling nature.

Sommer, in 1902, suggested that, the SSR was a 
matter of involuntary muscular activity. A number of 
studies have cited the effect of muscular tension increase 
during performance of various tasks •=* squeezing a 
dynanometer, sitting up, etc., these tasks increase 
muscular tension and also decrease general skin resistance. 
After an extensive review of the literature MeOleary 
(1 9 5 0)3 concludes that there is actually only weak 
evidence to support the muscular theory of GSR origin.

Tarchanoff, in l8 9 0, first suggested that the 
GSR is the result of some pre»secretory change in the 
sweat glands. This theory eventually came to rely on 
two mechanisms. One was that the decreased resistance 
of the GSR comes about because of the presence of sweat - 
an electrolyte that can lower skin resistance. The 
second was that the GSR depends on a change in the sweat 
glands that precedes actual secretion, such as increased 
permeability of the cell membrane. The use of fluid



electrodes to obtain the GSR rules out the first 
'suggestIono Further evidence against this theory is 
demonstrated in the fact that the GSR subsides with 
far greater speed than would be possible through the 
evaporation of sweato

The consensus of evidence lends support to the 
theory that some presecretory activity of the sweat 
glands forms the basis of the GSR., Martin (1962) P has 
attempted to manipulate the number of active sweat glands9 

using iontophoresis with atropine to abolish sweat gland 
activityo It was found that skin resistance levels rise 
markedly as the atropine takes effect and active sweat 
glands decrease in number. GSRs appeared to be completely 
eliminated by atropine $ when sweat gland counts were zero0 

The exact nature of the changes which occur in the sweat 
gland to produce the GSR' is not known, but it is known 
that there are electrical changes in these cells just 
before and during the active phase of seeretion0

MiRVOUS CONTROL OF THE GSR

Evidence indicates that the sweat glands are 
innervated exclusively by post—ganglionic fibers of the 
sympathetic nervous system. Insofar as this system tends 
to function as a unit, skin conductance may be interpreted 
as an indicator of sympathetic activity. Woodworth and 
Schlosberg (1 9 5 4)$ conclude that, the sympathetic system



is "basle to emoti ©n, more specif le ally $ to 'aetivation, and 
that skin conductance is a ■valuable measure of activation* 
There is one factor which complicates the interpretation 
of the meaning of the G-SB as an indicator of act iv at ion, 
the neurohumoral agent at the effector is acetylcholine 
rather than an adrenergic smbstaneeti Hence Barrow 
suggests that the G-BH may not be. an adequate measure of 
changes in activation levels during strong; emotieno

Since the ©SB can be affected considerably by 
conscious processes, it appears likely that there Is a 
coftieal center mediating control over the. response»
Wang and Lu (193Q)» have shown that stimulation of the* 
•motor cortex induces a GSB which is abolished by section 
of the cerebral peduncles, but not by destruction of the 
hypothalamus« Hence it seems that the motor cortex and 
pyramidal tract relay impulses to autonoHie motor nerves 
just as they do to somatic motor nerves® Bechterev 
(192#), found stimulation of the pre-motor (area 6 ) 
cortex to elicit the GSB and conversely, removal of 
the pre-motor area to abolish phe reflex® Wang and 
Bichfer (192#), have stimulated the tuber-cinereum, in 
the hypothalamus of cats, producing GSBs in all footpads® 
Hence the autonomic changes reflected by the GSB appear 
to be mediated via both the pyramidal and extra-pyramidal 
areas of the cortex and the hypothalamus at.higher levels|



its fibers descending in the frent-pentlie and temperepen- 
tile pathways and finally joining the sympathetic ganglion,,

PSYCHOLOGICAL B lf E R M lM R S  QF T g B  CrSB

There is a great diversity of opinion concerning 
the psychological correlates of the GSEU Since the GSR 

is innervated by the sympathetic nervous system, the 
most numerous claims are those which maintain its 
correlation with emotion,, Woodworth (1938), concludes 
that if we use the term emotion to describe the 
individual who is highly energized, tense, or activated; 
then both level of skin conductance and the' GSR are 
pretty good measures 0 He describes the condition of 
danger calling for escape, or avoidance as one of the 
factors most closely related to the G SR0 According to 
Thouless (1925)9 the condition of low resistance is 
apparently a condition of preparedness to react to a 
stimuluso

In 1926 Wechsler published a study in which he 
reported on the correspondence ' between the GSR and 
subjective judgments of the emotion causing value of a 
set of stimulus wordso Bartlett (1927)» characterizes 
the GSR as a "shift from unpreparedness toward 
preparedness"o Darrow (1927), cites it as an indicator 
of "mobilization for action*® Landis and Hunt (1935)s 
have found the conscious content reported most frequently



when the langest changes 1m sympathetic activity took 
plaee9 was that c alle d by the observers 9 n tens ion or 
startle o ,f

Grnmbanm (1922)s correlates the BSE with 
attemtiono Gattell (1933)» has accepted this response 
as a measure of the conative tendency and has accepted 
it in a battery of temperament tests0 Staudt and Kubis 
(19i|-8 ), found the BSE to be influenced by the ^amount of 
attention11 which the subject can effectively direct 
toward the stimulus^ MeBleary states? nLike other 
autonomic responses, the BSE cannot be. voluntarily 
inhibited when am adequate stimulus situation is 
present^ (1950» Po 99)o

EcGufdy (1 9 5 0j 9 has compiled the following 
table from the findings of a number of studies attempting 
to correlate BSR magnitude and experienced intensity of 
stimulation*

/: " fable li
Borrelation between -G-SE and Experienced 

Intensity of Stimulation

Starch (1910) 08I Bartlett (1927) .78
Wells & ..Forbes (1911) .93 Gattell (1929).. 1 .0 0
Wells (1924) .8 2 Patterson (1930) .99
Wechsler (1 9 2 5) .59 Bysinger (1 9 3 1)■ 087
Syz.(1926) .45 Ecflurdy (194-8 ) ■ .76



This; table would seem to indicate a definite relationship 
between. GSR magnitude and intensity of stimulation.

Bindsley has cogently summarized current opinion 
as to the significance of this response, wthe GSR is 
particularly sensitive to sensory and ideational stimuli, 
especially those associated with alertness, attention, 
apprehension and arousal11 (3L95>1S P=- 475)»



STATEHEIT OF PBOBEEM

Th@ purpose of the present study was to 
Investigate the attentlonal processes which mediate 
the instrumental elicitation and inhibition of the GSRs 
to a discriminatory stimulus for shock. It was 
anticipated that this .procedure would offer evidence 
in regard t© two hypotheses recently formulated "by 
Mowrer (i960) and Solley and Murphy (i960).respectively&

' / ' " . -■ V. , ' ■ "  ■ " ' 'These hypotheses were: l.<, •)'■■ Attention diversion is one 
meehamiam hy which, the mechahism of ^repression0 can 
be effected (Solley and Murphys I9 6 0 )0 2.) Punishment
of an autonomic response will augment rather than 
inhibit the response (Mowrers I9 6 0)c

The study was designed as a series of experiments 
comparing the effects of two instrumental avoidance 
contingencies on the SSH.0 In one, the avoidance of shock 
was contingent upon the occurrence of a GSR to a fear 
stimulus| .in the other, avoidance was contingent upon 
inhibition of the dSR. For purposes of exposition, the 
former will be termed the e1iciting stlmulus, the latter 
the inhibitory stimuluso .Preliminary results indicated 
that those subjects who were most successful in avoiding 
shock were able to do so by adopting certain attentlonal



sets before the presentation of the two stimulio The
experimental procedure was modified to facilitate these
attentional sets0

An additional experiment was designed to determine 
the extent to which nvoluntary control^ was accomplished 
by means of selective attention^ The measure of selective 
attention was post-experimental recognition of incidental 
verbal stimuli» All eonditioned and incidental stimuli 
in this study were visual^



METHOD

. SUBJECTS

The subjects were 37 volunteer male students 
enrolled at the University of Arizona®

APPARATUS

A Grass Model 5 polygraph was used for continuous 
recording of the subject* s GSRs0 In addition to the pen 
recording the GSR, another event marking pen was also 
triggered from appropriate leads from the Hunter timing 
equipment o It was used to indicate the onset and 
termination of the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli, and 
the unconditioned stimulus (shock)®

Shock was faradic stimulation from a Lafayette 
induct or ium supplied with a 1& volt, D C  source in the 
primary® The eliciting and inhibitory stimuli used in 
the experiment were two 15> watt light bulbs, one a 
standard white bulb (eliciting), the other a medium 
green (inhibitory)®

P R O C E D U R E

The research reported here was conducted as a 
series of related studies®

25



When the snhjeet arrived at the laboratory, he was 
taken Into a dimly lit, sound insulated and electrically 
shielded room and seated in a standard class room desk.
He was instructed to relax his right arm, and the palm, 
index and third fingers of the right hand were cleaned 
with alcoholo The GSR (i:!t zinc) electrodes, coated with 
bentonite electrode compound (Medcraft) were taped to the 
subject*8 fingers*' Shock electrodes were attached to the 
calf of the right lego The subject was informed that the 
experiment involved electric shock and that the experimenter 
wished to gradually increase the shock level to the highest 
intensity which he could tolerate„ The shock level was 
adjusted and the apparatus, which was located in an 
adjoining room, was adjusted to the subject's basal 
resistance levels

PROCEDURE I:

The following instructions were then read to each 
of the seventeen subjects run in this procedure 0 The doors 
to the experimental room were closed*

Throughout the experiment, this light will 
come on here, like this (demonstrate). When it 
comes on, it means that sometime later a shock 
will follow unless you do something to prevent 
the shock from occurring, What you are to do is 
to learn what to do that will enable you to 
avoid the shock0

Remember, the light will come on and then 
sometime later you will be shocked if you don’t 
do the correct thing. If you do the correct -



thing then you won*t be shocksdo When the light 
goes off and you haven't received a shock, this 
Mill indicate that you-won1t be shocked on this 
trialo (The subjects were-instructed to relax 
and to refrain from any abrupt movements and 
deep or uneven breathing, while still remaining 
alert and attentive to the environment» )

The light will come on and the shock will 
followo If the light goes out and you are not 
shocked, then that means that you have been 
successful in avoiding the shocko

Any questions?
A 15 watt white light served as both the eliciting 

and inhibitory stimuli0 The first two .presentations of 
the stimulus were followed by the UCS (shock) as in a 
classical conditioning procedure* The subjects were then . 
given 30 successive eliciting trials* In the eliciting 
phase, the avoidant response was originally defined as 
a resistance drop of at least 1,900 ohms* The occurrence 
of this response at any time during a five second interval 
in which a light preceded shock, terminated the stimulus- 
light and prevented the shock* Otherwise, a <>5> second 
shock was administered after five seconds of the stimulus 
(light)*

After the 39 successive eliciting trials the 
following instructions were read to the subjects: How
we are going to reverse the procedure* This time you can 
avoid the shock by simply not making any response to the 
light *

In the inhibitory phase, a resistance drop of 599 
ohms or greater at any time during the five seconds of



stimulus presentation was punished by a „5 second shock 
If a resistance drop of no more than 500 ohms occurred, 
the stimulus remained on, terminating without shock, 
after a total of five seconds*

While the experimenter attempted to adhere to 
these criteria, it was found to be extremely difficult 
to judge responses in this manner while conducting the 
experiment0. Responses were most frequently judged in 
reference to a subjective ^norm1- of the magnitude of 
resistance change to the eliciting stimulus on previous 
trials. In effect, the inhibitory response criterion, 
was modified so that if the resistance drop to the 
Inhibitory stimulus was not more than approximately 
one-fourth of the ^subjective norm,f response magnitude 
to the eliciting stimulus, the subject was not shocked, 

A second factor which complicated the continued 
use of these criteria was the fact that the actual 
magnitude of these changes in resistance level was 
dependent, in large part, on the pre-stimulus basal 
resistance level and consequently conductance change 
could not readily be determined by visual inspection. 

Since shock avoidance was less frequent during 
the inhibitory than the eliciting phase, the greater 
magnitude of the GSR to the eliciting stimulus could be 
interpreted as reflecting the effects of partial



reinforcement*• The decrement during the inhibitory phase 
might also have been a fmnction of habituation* Procedure 
2 was devised as an attempt to control these variables*

.PRQgBDURE 2A (SISOEIMlhATIOU)

In this experiment a discrimination procedure was 
usedo The stimulus for the eliciting trials was a 15 
watt white light; for the inhibitory trialss a 15 watt 
green light* There were fifteen eliciting and fifteen 
inhibitory trials which were alternated so that startle 
effects would be minimized* The inhibitory response 
criterion was modified so that if the resistance drop 
to this stimulus was not more than approximately one- 
fourth of that which constituted the experimenterrs 
11 subjective norm#, of the subject's average response 
magnitude to the eliciting stimulusj the subject was 
not shocked*

The instructions given to the 13 subjects run in the 
discrimination procedure were as follows:

Throughout the experiment, one of these 
lights will come on here, like this (demonstrate)*
When either of these lights come on, it means 
that sometime later a shock will follow unless 
you make the correct response and prevent the 
shock from occurring* In other words, by making 
the correct response you can avoid the shock*

The responses you are to make to the different 
lights, are as follows:
a0) Wpon presentation of the white bulb you can 
avoid the shock by reacting fearfully« In other
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words s, I want you to react to the white light 
with an internal fear response; by doing so you 
can avoid the shocko
b„) Upon presentation of the green light, the . 
response which will enable you to. avoid the shock 
is one of complete relaxation0 In other words, 
when the green light comes on, you are to relax 
and inhibit any response = If you do not react 
fearfully to the green light you will avoid the 
shocko (The subjects were instructed tor elax 
and to refrain from any abrupt movements and 
deep or uneven breathing, while still remaining 
alert and attentive to the environmento)

Remember, the white light will come on and 
. the shock will follow, unless: you give an internal 
fear response to the light» When the green light 
comes on the correct response is one of relaxation; 
or no response* Some' subjects find it easiest to 
avoid responding to the green light by imagining 
a peaceful scene0 .■

, One of these lights will come on and the shock 
will follow unless you make the correct response,,
If the light goes out and you are not shocked 
then that means that you have made the correct 
response and avoided the shocko

A pilot study conducted with this procedure 
indicated that there was still more successful shock 
avoidance to eliciting, than to inhibitory stimuli*
Extensive questioning of subjects revealed that those 
who were the least successful inhibitors, characteristically 
relied upon some method of estimating the temporal sequence 
between eliciting and inhibitory stimuli to determine when 
to adopt the proper ncognitive set11 and control their 
responses to the stimuli* Since the interval between 
stimuli was varied between 10 and 20 seconds this was a 
difficult task*
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PROCEDURE 2B (SIGNAL)

The procedure was modified further s© as t©
facilitate the subject a1 ̂ tim'atl©n ©f the temporal

■ . sequence between eliciting and Inhibitory stimuli0

Following the thirty trials as described, thirty
additional trials were run with a ready signal. This
signal consisted of a momentary flash of the appropriate
stimulusfour to sis; seconds before each trial* The
effect of this signal was to markedly Increase the
ability of the subjects to meet the inhibitory criterion
without affecting responses- to the eliciting stimulus9

and to,eliminate the difference in successful shock
avoidance'.

After the first thirty trials (discrimination 
procedure) the following Instructions were giveno How 
we will flash each light a few:seconds before each trial 
to let you know when to.get ready. You are to continue 
making the same responses to the lights. Immediately 
following the sixty trials (discrimination and signal 
procedures) subjects were asked the foilowing questionsf

1 .) What did you do when the white light was on?
2.) What did you do when the .green light was on?
3. ) Which- light: •did you dislike the most?
I4.0) Were you more afraid ©fs or dread one of the.
lights more than the other?
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Subjects were then extricated from the recording 

and shock electrodes and permitted to leave the experimental 
room*

PROCEDURE 3

Seven additional subjects were run in a procedure 
designed to yield more reliable information in regard to 
the ability to elicit or inhibit the 0SRo These subjects 
were first run for thirty trials under the signal 

-- procedure; they were then read the following instructions* 
New we will present some words with the lightsy • 

you are to continue making the same, responses to the lights'= 
Neutral words selected for equivalent frequency 

of. ©ecurrenee ‘were typed in large letters and mounted in 
35 mm slideso: A.Kodak slide projector was rased in 
projecting the stimuli on a ground glass screen located 
eighteen inches above the light stimulio The neutral 
words were projected briefly above the eliciting and 
inhibitory stimuli approximately two seconds after the 
onset of each trial„ No further changes were effected 
in the signal procedure0

Following thirty alternating eliciting and 
inhibitory trials, the subjects were presented with a 
mimeographed list of words (appendix A) containing the 
thirty projected and forty-five filler words and were



instructed to cheek which of the words they recognized 
as having occurred during the experiment0



RESUETS

Statistical evaluation of the data consisted of 
the followings: (1 ) A three-way analysis of variance 
(subjects by conditions by trials) was performed on 
the three sets, of data obtained in procedures 1 and 2 

(discrimination and signal conditions ) 0 (2) A between
subjects correlation was computed between prestimulus 
resistance level and conductance change (procedure 2, 
signal condition)o (3 ) A within subjects correlation 
was computed between prestimulus resistance level and 
conductance change (procedure 2, signal condition) 0 

(Ip) A correlation was computed between prestimulus 
resistance level and conductance change for all scores 
obtained in proeedupe;2; (signal condition) o (5) A t 
test was employed to test for differences in recognition 
of neutral words presented in procedure 3o 
UUITS mASUREMEET

Lacey (19 9̂), reports that resistance change is 
correlated with basal resistance (prestimulus level) 0 

Since resistance level, in this experiment, most frequently 
increased as a function of trials, two discrete responses 
of the same magnitude but superimposed on this shifting 
resistance level could not be considered to be equivalent0
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If a subject had a high resistance level immediately 
preceding the eliciting stimulus» it would be easier 
for him to respond with a 1,000 ohm, or greater resistance 
drop, than if he had a low prestimulus resistance level* 
Conversely, if he had a low prestimulus resistance level 
immediately prior to the inhibitory stimulus, he would 
be more likely to show a small resistance drop than if 
his prestimulus level were higho

Because of the above possibilities, the subject’s 
responses to the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli, while 
different in terms of resistance change may have actually " 
been the same (or different in the opposite direction) 
^psychologically1’ or "physiologically”0 Thus, the subject 
may have been more ”afraid*1 of the inhibitory stimulus, 
although his GSR in terms of resistance change was actually 
less; to the inhibitory than to the eliciting stimulus* 

Clearly then,, defining the critical response 
magnitude in. terms of resistance change presented problems 
in terms of the interpretation of analyses of responses 
to the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli* It was decided 
that measurement units other than resistance (ohms) would 
be used in plotting response magnitudes, statistical 
analyses, etc* In this experiment conductance (micromhos), 
or the reciprocal of resistance change, was used as the 
response measure analyzed* Lacey (1919), concludes that



such a measure is similar to a pereent resistance change 
and corrects in part for the presumed correlation between 
prestimulus resistance and resistance ehange0

ERO CEiBURE 1

The results of the analysis of variance of 
conductance change to the eliciting and inhibitory 
stimulis presented in procedure Ip appear in Table 20

A significant difference was demonstrated between 
conductance change to the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli 
(oOl level) <, The interaction of conditions and trials was 
also significant (o05 level)o Conductance change curves 
for the eliciting and inhibitory conditions are presented 
in Figure lo: ■ ' . . .

Because shock avoidance was less frequent to the 
inhibitory stimulus (252 shocks) than to the eliciting 
stimulus (67 shocks)$ procedure two was devised to attempt 
to eliminate this differenceo



Table 2o
Analysis of Varlanee for Differences in

Conductance Change to Eliciting and
Inhibitory Stimuli in Procedure i0

Source df
Sum of 
Squares

Mean
Square P

Conditions (C) 1 32=98 32.98 10=46**
Trials (T) k- 5-55 ■ 1 = 39 1=51

Subjects (S) 16 221=3k - 13 = 83
C by T. . ' ' 4 : ll0lf.2 2=86 3 .62*
0 by S 16 50=43 3 = 15
T by S 61}. 59.03 =93
0 by T by S 61}. 50 = 62 =79

Total : 169 431=38

-'c-Sigmifieant at • *0£> level® 
^^Significant at O01 level0



Figure 1,
Conductance Change as a Function of Trials and Eliciting and Inhibitory Conditions, Procedure 1.
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IPROCEffORE 2. (BXSSRIMIH’ATXQ1)

Table three shows the results of the analysis of 
variance of data obtained under procedure 2 (discrimination)0 

A significant difference was found between 
conductance change to the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli 
(o025 level)o A significant effect was also obtained for 
trials (O025> level) =, Conductance change curves for the 
eliciting and inhibitory conditions are presented in 
Figure 2®

Shock avoidance was againhowever9 less frequent 
to the inhibitory criterion (130 shocks) than to the .
eliciting stimulus (22 shocks)» A record of the shocks 
received during procedure 2 is presented in Appendix B®



ij.1

TabX© 30
Analysis ©f Variance £©r Differences in

Oondnetanoe Change to Eliciting and Inhibitory
Stimuli, Procedure 2 (discrimination)d

Source df
Sum of 
Squares

Mean
Square P

-Conditions (C) 1 576o7b 576=75 6=55*
Trials (T) llj. %%8o96 32=07 2 =04%
Subjects (S) 12 3298,04 274=84
0 by T lii. 163=86 11=70 =78

C by S - 12 976=48 81 = 37

T by S 168 26^0064 15=72

C by T by S 168 2507=83 14=93

Total , 389 10612=55

^-Significant at O025 levels



Figure 2
Conductance Change as a Function of Trials and Eliciting and Inhibitory Conditions, Procedure 2 (Discrimination)0
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PROCEDURE 2 QSIGIAL)

The result s of an analysis of variance of 
conductance change to the eliciting and inhibitory 
stimuli obtained in procedure 2 (signal) appear in 
Table Ij-o

A significant difference was obtained between 
conductance change to the eliciting and inhibitory stimuli 
(o025 level)6 There was also a significant effect due to 
trials (o05 level)o The interaction between conditions 
and trials approached significance with 1^ and 168 degrees 
of freedom (F of 1*75> is required for significance at the 
o05 level)o The conductance change curves of the 
eliciting and inhibitory trials are presented in Figure 
3 o  Photocopies of the GSR records of three subjects 
(signal condition) are presented in Figures 5 and 6» 
Shock avoidance was less frequent to the eliciting 
(60 shocks) than to the inhibitory stimulus (51 shocks)0
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Table 4®

Analysis of Variance for Differences in
Conductance Change to Eliciting and

Inhibitory Stimulis Procedure 2 (Signal)0

Source df
Sum. Of 
Squares

Mean
Square F

Conditions (C) 1 1547027 1 5 4 7 .2 7 6o56**
Trials (T) 14 390.88 27.92 1 .76-«-
Subjects (S) . 12 22460.79 1 8 7 .2 3

C by T 14 357037 ' 25.53 1.55
0 by S 12 2826010 235=51
T by S 168 2657079 1 5 .8 2

C by T by 8 168 276I082 ; 16044

Total 389 12788003

^-Significant at o05 levelo 
-^Significant at b01,level0



Figure 3.
Conductance Change as a Function of Trials and Eliciting and Inhibitory Conditions, Procedure 2B (Signal).
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Figure 4<»
Sample GSR Record of Subject Procedure 2B (Signal).
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Figure 5>»
Sample GSR Record of Subject procedure 2B (Signal/•
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Figure 6,
Sample GSR Record of Subject 3, Procedure 2B (Signal)•
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BBLAT10HSH1P BETWEEN PRESTIMULUS RESISTM.eE LEVEL M D  
^QroulTMgE CHANGE-» PROGEPURE 2 C SIGNAL) <,

The results of a between subjects correlation^ 
computed for prestimulus resistance level and conductance 
change, are presented in Table 5>»

No significant correlations were indicated between 
these variableso

A within subjects correlation was computed for 
prestimulus resistance level and conductance change„ The 
results of this correlation are presented in Table 6» 

Significant positive correlations between 
prestimulus resistance and conductance change were 
obtained for six subjectSo , . .



5%
Table $a

Between Subjects Correlations for 
■ 3^8stimulus "Resistanee Level and 

Conductance Change Frocedure 2 (Signal)®

Trials Eliciting r Inhibitory r

1 --03 — - 08 H=13
2 - = 02 . 6 -0^2
3 = o 21 =■ = 25
4 =» o 20 = 01
5 i 0 -=37
6 ; -=28 -ol7
7 - -16 -=2S
8 - = 32 --30
9 -o 23 --25 . '

10 --34 -Oil
11 - = ̂0 =06
12 = -39 -olil-
13 — -16 = 02
14 -=06 — = 28
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Table 60 ■

Within Subjects Gernelatlens for 
Prestimulus1 Resistance Level and 

Conductance Change Procedure 2 (Signal)o

Subjects Correlation Geeffie1ent

1 1=30
2 ' o36-«-
3
i,

■ - ,17 ; ■' ,'
. OliM-

5
o dUl.

>30
6 "''7 .33
7 . • .. ■ ' ol|-3-:c-
8 *18
9 * 6 2-%"%
10 ■ =*01
11 . . *55**
12 -*10
13 ■ *56

*-Signifleant at the o05 level0 
•3Hc-Signifleant at the O01 level*
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A correlation coefficient was computed between 

prestimulus resistance and conductance change, for all 
responses recorded during this procedure. Results 
indicate a significant negative relationship (r= .1 7,
.01 level, S" = 390) between these variables. Since the 
correlation between prestimulus resistance and conductance 
change accounted for only a very small proportion of the 
total variance (r̂  = 00289) possible use of the analysis 
of covariance was deemed unnecessary.

PROOEgCJRE 3  ' ■ .

A t test was computed for differences in 
recognition of neutral words (procedure 3)° A significant 
difference was found (t = ^.258, .01 level) between 
recognition of the neutral words paired with the eliciting 
and inhibitory stimuli. •



Bisenssi on

The results of the present Investigation are not 
in agreement with Mowrer’s hypothesis that punishment of 
an autonomic "fear response" would augment rather than 
inhibit this response*

In procedure 1, the effects of two instrumental 
avoidance contingencies ©n the GSB were compared* In 
one (eliciting) 9 the avoidance of shock was contingent 
upon the occurrence of a GSR to a shock stimulus; in the 
other (inhibitory)j ayoidance was contingent upon 
inhibition of the GSR* Contrary to Mowrer's hypothesiss 
punishment of the GSR resulted in a significant decrement 
in response magnitude* Results also indicated that subjects 
learned to control;their'responses to the appropriate 
stimuli more effectively as training increased*

A number of weaknesses in the experimental design 
employed in procedure 1 prevented an unambiguous 
interpretation of these results* Since shock avoidance 
was less frequent during the inhibitory condition, the 
greater magnitude of the GSR to the eliciting stimulus 
could be interpreted as reflecting the effects of partial 
reinforcement * That is the response decrement during the 
inhibitory phase might also have been due to a greater



degree of habituation to the inhibitory stimulus following 
the repeated experience of shockc The experimental 
procedure was modified to control this variables 

In procedure 2, different colored lights? 
presented in alternation? served as the eliciting and 
inhibitory stimulio In effect? this procedure presented 
the subject with a task in discrimination learning, that 
is he was required to respond to one stimulus and not to 
respond to the other= Again punishment of the GSR 
resulted in, a significantly smaller response to the 
inhibitory stimulus 0. The greater frequency of shock 
avoidance to the eliciting stimulus again rendered 
interpretation of these results ambiguous6

Ihformal questioning of a number of pilot subjects 
revealed that they characteristically avoided shock during 
the inhibitory trials by adopting a ,$mental setn which 
enabled them to selectively attend to neutral stimulio 
By diverting their attention to some nnon=threatening11 
stimulus immediately before presentation of the 
inhibitory stimulus, the subjects were able to avoid the 
shock* The subjects frequently reported that those trials 
on which they were shocked were most often those in which 
they had failed to correctly anticipate the interval 
between presentation of stimulio



The experimental procedure was modified further 
in order to facilitate the subject*s correct estimation 
of the temporal sequence of stimulus presentation* The 
procedure was modified so that a signal, which consisted 
of a momentary flash of the appropriate stimulus s was 
presented from four to six seconds before each trial@
The effect of this signal was to markedly increase the 
ability of the subjects to meet the inhibitory criterion 
without affecting responses to the eliciting stimulus, 
and to eliminate the difference in successful shock 
avoidance with respect to the two conditions^

The effects Of the two instrumental avoidance 
contingencies on GSR magnitude obtained during this 
procedure appear amenable to unambiguous interpretation»
The results indicate that in a situation where the G-SR 
is punished, the subject will learn to inhibit this 
response in order to avoid punishment* ' It-appears then, 
that insofar as the GSR can be considered an "autonomic 
fear response", Mowrer*s prediction was not supported*
These results also contradict a statement made by 
McClearyt "Like other autonomic responses, the GSR 
cannot usually be voluntarily inhibited when an adequate 
stimulus situation is present" (195>0, Po 99) * Apparently 
many researchers in the area of autonomic conditioning have 
failed to adequately account for the role of central factors, 
such as attentional sets, in the control of these responses *



Sontrary to the anticipated adapt at i ©a of the EjSR 
to the ell citing stimulus $, the results indicated an 
Increase in response magnitude as training progressed 
(Figure 3)° Stewart, et al0 (1961), report that the 
GSE rapidly extinguishes as the subject becomes habituated 
to the presentation of a conditioned stimulus„ Perhaps 
the parallel between this: procedure and a task in 
discrimination' learning can account for this effect* As 
training progressed the subjects were better able to 
attend to those stimuli which most effectively enabled 
them to control the GSR*

The results of the within subjects' correlation 
presented in Table,6, appear somewhat contradictory® As 
resistance level increases there is a progressively 
larger base for resistance change (ohms), since conductance 
is the reciprocal of this measure one would expect a 
negative relationship between increasing resistance level 
and conductance ehangeo Contrary to expectations the 
significant correlations obtained between these variables 
were all positive*

The correlation coefficient computed between 
prestimulus resistance and conductance change for all 
responses (signal) was significant in the anticipated 
direction* Since this correlation coefficient accounted 
for only a small proportion of the total variance, further 
analyses were deemed unnecessary* Raeey reports? "It



seems safe to eonelu&e, that any deviations from normality 
or correlation with hasal level which may exist in the 
distributions of conductance units must be relatively 
unimportant0. The application of ordinary statistical 
treatments will introduce no significant error® (194.9$
P0 125) o While this statement appears well founded* 
one can but suggest caution in the interpretation of 
these resultso

Analysis of the interview data obtained during 
the signal procedure (Appendix C) indicated that subjects 
reported distinctly different strategies in responding to 
the eliciting and inhibitory stimulio Host subjects 
reported thinking of an /"unpleasant® or "fearful® 
experience (of ten the shock)' during the eliciting 
trialso Many reported that they were able to inhibit 
their , G-SRs to the inhibitory stimulus by thinking of a 
"relaxing scene®o Most subjects reported that they 
were more afraid of* or dreaded most* the hppearance 
of the inhibitory stimuluso A majority reported feeling 
much less confident about their ability to avoid shock 
to the inhibitory stimulus* yet shock avoidance was 
most frequent to this stimulus0

On the basis of these results it seems reasonable 
to conclude that * While the GSR data cle arly contradicted 
Mowrer’s hypothesis* the subject’s introspective reports 
were in the predicted directiono Perhaps the most
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definitive statement which can be derived from these 
results is that Mower is mistaken in his assumption 
that predictions derived from his paradigm are directly 
observable in autonomic activity„ This experiment 
demonstrates that autonomic activity is markedly affected 
by factors such as the subject's feelings, mental set and 
the instructions given to the subject at the outset of 
the experimento

Subjects appear to vary considerably in their 
ability to control the G r S R o  Most typically those subjects 
who responded with large SSRs to.the eliciting stimulus 
were less successful in meeting the inhibitory criterion, 
and vice versa* It appears that those subjects who 
char act er 1 s tic ally utilize the mechanism of selective 
attention as a means of coping with experience, were 
also able to meet the experimental criteria quite 
readily* The post-experimental interview with one 
such subject resulted in the following informations

I am a voice major and frequently sing in 
front of large audiences * I always get stage 
fright just before a performance and my mouth 
becomes dry* Well that obviously doesn't help 
my singing any, so I've learned to control my 
nerves by concentrating as hard as 1 can on 
what I have to do* That's what I did here, 
when that green light came on I just concentrated 
on being c aim*

In his discussion of the Goppoek study, Mowrer 
(I960), speaks of the similarity between the influence 
of attentional set on the GSR and the mechanism of.



repressiono Solley and Murphy (I960)s have similarly 
attempted to conceptualize some aspects of this mechanism 
in terms of selective attention* The reports of the 
subjects as to the manner by which they were able to 
successfully control their GSRss were strikingly similar 
to the Solley-Murphy hypothesis0 By attending to some 
non-threatening stimulus the subjects were able to 
inhibit their GSRs to a discriminatory stimulus for 
painful shocko

The results of procedure 3 yield more reliable 
information as. to the subjects* use of selective attention* 
The pairing of neutral words with the eliciting and 
inhibitory stimuli resulted in the recognition of fewer 
words which accompanied the inhibitory stimulus c Contrary 
to expectations $, all subjects reported that they had looked 
at all of the words, but had attempted to attend to some
thing else during the inhibitory trials« Thus it appears 
that the visual stimuli presented in this experiment were 
inhibited, or nshut out" by a central process (e«go 
selective attention) prior to stimulationo

One effect of the various mechanisms of defense 
frequently commented upon is that they result in an 
inaccurate or restricted perception of reality* This 
effect was demonstrated in the subjects estimates of the 
number of shocks received to the eliciting and inhibitory 
stimuli© In every case, the subjects reported receiving



a greater.number of shocks to the inhibitory stimulus»
©me subject reported "being shocked upon each presentation 
of the inhibitory stimulus and never to the eliciting 
stimuluso Contrary to these reportss each subject received 
a greater number of shocks during the eliciting trials»

We know that the strength.of a behavior can be 
increasedj, given an experimental situation in which the 
avoidance of a painful stimulus is contingent upon some 
response* In this experiment the subject could :avoid 
painful shock through the instrumental elicitation and 
inhibition of the GSR* This learning involved, 
principally, the active discrimination of perceptual 
cues which would permit the subject to recognize that 
punishing events were coming, thus giving him time to 
avoid the shock* Subjects were able to control their 
GSRs by selectively attending to those stimuli considered 
to be relaxing, or neutral during the inhibitory trials, 
and to those considered painful or fearful during the 
eliciting trials*

One interesting application of these findings 
might serve to further elucidate the personality dynamics 
frequently observed in hysteria* Schafer describes the 
behavioral characteristics of this diagnostic group as 
follows*

This term covers those persons who rigidly 
and pervasively resort to the defense of repression 
in their efforts to cope with their impulses and



the demands of the world about them* Excessive 
reliance on this defense appears to hamper the 
development of broad intellectual, cultural 
interests, to impair the ability for independent 
and creative thinking, and to make for striking 
emotional lability and naivete (1954s Eh 48}0

The author next interprets a p abient * s response to card
19 of the Thematic Apperception Test* *%ot discerning
the woman in bed is a further distortion and suggests
unusually intense repression® (1954» Ec 300) 0 It seems
clear that this response might more precisely be
interpreted as suggesting unusually strong, selective
attention* Again, when Schafer speaks of the ®excessive
reliance on repression® as resulting in the. restriction
of the development of broad intellectual and' cultural
interests, one wonders if he isn’t applying the term to
behavior which might be less ambiguously labelled as
selective attention*



Smsmary

An experiment was designed to test the relative 
effectiveness of two hypotheses to aecoimt for the 
instrumental elicitation and inhibition of the galvanic 
skin response to a discriminatory stimulus for painful 
shocko The hypotheses were; I*-) Attention diversion is 
one mechanism by which the mechanism of ^repression1** as 
defined by Solley and Murphy (i9 6 0)* can be effected®
20) Punishment of an autonomic response will result in 
augmentations, rather: than inhibition of that response 
(Mowrer* I960)0

Thirty seven students were run in a series of 
studies designed to investigate the effects of the two 
instrumental avoidance contingencies on the GSR0

The results were interpreted as supporting the 
view that one manner in which ^hepression” can be effected 
is through the mechanism -of s elective attention® The GSR 
data did not confirm the second hypothesis in that* punish
ment of the GSR resulted in inhibition of this response® 
Most subjects were able to inhibit their GSR to the 
appropriate stimulus by 11 thinking of something pleasant5 

or relaxingo11 The subject's verbal reports were generally 
in support of Eowrer1s hypothesiss in that most, subjects 
reported being more afraid of the inhibitory stimulus0

6?



APPENDIX A
BECOGNITI0N TASK, PROCEDUBE 3

Millionaire Spanking Jump Obvious
Abrupt Dusky Pblitieian Mold
Hot Dim . ' Hurried Rigid
Pig. Plain Severe Somber
Narrow Army Rapid Pungent
Dirt Fiery Dark Low
Elegant Heavy ; Bottom Rugged
Bristly Far Under Int ermi ttent
Boulder Square Briny Round
Lemon ' Hard Curled Liquor
High Bum Base Deep
City Sword Mallet Coarse
Frosty Continuous Lofty Slack
Easy Slow Sudden Box
Obscure Trunk Hasty Arched
Pigment Small Fervid Fast
Snail Shady Long Foot
Bough Wagon Boy Coiled
Knife Block Short
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.Trials

APEEHEEX B
SHOCKS RECEIVED BY ALL STJBJOBCTS, 
PROCEDURE 2 (DISORIMIHATIOl) 0

Conditions
Elieiting Inhibitory

1 - 3 2 30
Ij. ~ 6 5 ' ' 25
7 - 9 . . ' ' 6 ' 22

10 - 12 3 ■ ' 27
13 - 15 . 6 25

Trials

SHOCKS RECEIVED, ALL'SUBJECTS, ' ■ ' 
PROCEDURE 2 (SIGNAL)o .

■ Conditions
Elioiting Inhibitory

1 - 3 ' ' ■ Ilf. 11
If. - 6 11 llj.
7 - 9 llj- 10

10 - 12 ' ■ ' 13 7
13 - 15 10 10



APBEHBli: 0
SD'EJEGT’S EESPOESES TO qUESTlOlS, 

PIOGEDUBE 2 (SIGEAL)=

1») What did y©m do when the white light was on? 
2, ) What did you. do when the green light was on? 
3o) Which light did you dislike the most?

A lo) I tensed up when the white light came one 
2c) I started counting the holes in the tile 
above the green light0
3b). I didn’t like the green light, it seemed 
harder to do whatever I was supposed to be doing 
to that one0 '

B I*) Tried to think of things that frighten me, 
like looking down from a high place»
20) Pictured myself on a beach, relaxed, but 
sometimes I’d get nervous and just couldn't switch 
fast enougho
3») Well, I’d rather the white light, seemed as 
though 1 wasn't shocked as mmeho- 

G lo) Thought of that shock, just imagined that 
feeling in my lego
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2=) I’d tell myself$, nothing is going to happen, 
that the other light (white} is the one to worry 
about o
3o) I wasn’t afraid of either one, but would

-  ̂ ■ rather see the white light eome on nexto
D lo) I would imagine something exciting, like the

time I saw an auto aeeident«,
20 j .I would just ©oneentrate on the white light =
3o) The green light because you shocked me more 
times to it <> '

E lo) I would try to get an emotion going to the
white light, try to feel scared or angry, or
some thing *
2») I just stared at that screw on the light panelc 
3o) I’d rather see the white one come on0

E I*) 'I’d just start thinking about being shocked
as soon as the white signal flashedo 
2o) Concentrated real hard on something, anything0 
3°) I wasn’t afraid of either oneo Seemed as if 
I was shocked more to the white one*

G- lo). I’d think about how much I didn’t want to be 
shoekedo
2P) I concentrated on counting during the interval 
between lights» Everytime I stopped counting I 
was shockedo
3*) It was harder to control my emotions when 
the green light came on® ,
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H 10), I just stared at it and opened ray eyes real 

wide0
2<,) Tried to think of something else like doing 
ray math homework0 
3<,) The green one 0 

I I*) I just reaefed with a total emotional response, 
tried to think about making ray heart beat faster*
2,) Just consciously ignored it, by concentrating 
on relaxation,,
3°) It didn’t make much difference, just a little 
harder to ignore, the green one than to respond to 
the .white one*

J I*) I was thinking about a fight that I hade
20) I tried to concentrate on something, so that
I could be busy when it came on*
3* ) I got raore, shocks when the green one was on*

K 1*} I thought about the shock*
2*) I tried to think about something else*
3o) At first I was. more afraid of the white light, 
but later I became raore concerned over the green 
light*

L 1*) I would start feeling hostile about the 
experiment a n d  start cussing you out under ray 
breath* ,
2*) Thought about a picnic with some really sharp ■ 
chi ck *
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3e) Neither one0 

M lo) No matter what I did it didn’t worko You 
shocked me every time to the green light and never 
to the white oneo
2.) Nothing worked, I tried everything0 
3») 1 wasn' t afraid of either one*/ Since you
didn't shook me when the white one was on I like 
it better* •

N I*) Tried to act scared, thought about horrible 
scenes* .
2*) Concentrated on repeating a poem over and 
over again*
3*) I was most worried about the green one*

0.1*)" I thought about the shock*
2*) I tried to ignore it by staring right below 
it at that screw*
3*) Well, it was harder to ignore the green one*
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